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Exciting New Features!
Non Directional Turf  
Reduces install time, no more worries about which direction to install the turf .

Kwik Flow Backing
The fastest drain rate in the industry: 10 times faster than the industry standard 
ensuring cleaner, better lawns .

Antimicrobial Backing
A first ever in the synthetic turf industry, allowing for the cleanest and safest 
system available .

THESE PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE ONLY AT

SYNTHETIC  TURF

NEW SYNTHETIC TURF TECHNOLOGY!

Innovating new NON DIRECTIONAL TURF features a 
new cleaner TECHNOLOGY with Kwik Flow that allows 

505 gal. per hour drainage per square yard, 
which is 10 times the industry standard.
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

  Buy Direct: Buy direct from the source that provides the product range, training, 
support, and pricing your business deserves . Our product range is exclusive and 
designed to provide you the highest quality and widest range at the lowest price .

 We Work For Our Contractors: At Imperial Synthetic Turf (IST), it’s all about the 
contractor . As an IST contractor you have the price protection that safeguards you from 
end users cutting into your business . IST is your committed partner and provider, never 
your competition .

  The Most Complete Product Range In The Industry: IST takes great pride in our 
unmatched product line . Our complete range of the highest quality and exclusive 
products have been expertly selected to allow you to cater to all your possible 
applications; residential lawns, commercial landscape, playgrounds, pet areas, golf, 
indoor sports and more .

 Unmatched Customer Service: IST is focused on helping our contractors find the 
right turf for any project . As a division of Imperial Sprinkler Supply, our employees will 
give you the highest quality service, care and professionalism .

 Full Service Supplier: IST is your complete synthetic turf supplier . We also carry a 
full line of installation tools and supplies for any installation project . IST offers you the 
convenience of a full service supplier, providing you a time savings solution ensuring a 
simplified, effortless project .

  Large Selection Of On-Hand Inventory: We carry a full complement of synthetic 
turf products; residential lawns, commercial landscape, pet areas, playgrounds, golf and 
indoor sports . Our central warehouse and all supporting ISS branches are designed to 
get your orders to you quickly and efficiently .

  No Job Too Big Or Too Small: IST has no minimum order size . Big or small, your 
project is handled as a top priority .

 Reliable Service: Our investment in inventory, numerous branches throughout 
California, and our large fleet of delivery trucks allow IST to deliver your synthetic turf 
order in a timely manner . Let us offer you* free delivery! Call us for details .

 Complete & Experienced Technical Support:  Our contractors have full access to a 
team of industry experts who can answer all your questions about turf selection, turf 
design, installation, aftercare, and troubleshooting .

 Complete Sales & Business Training: IST can assist you with every aspect of your 
synthetic turf business . Ask about our CAst Certification where you will learn proper 
sales techniques, quoting, design, project management, and customer service . IST is 
committed to helping your business succeed in this growing artificial turf industry .

* FREE DELIVERY IN 
 OUR SERVICE AREA!

Superior . Consistent . Reliable .

Why Imperial Synthetic Turf?

* Free delivery on normal stocking items within our branch normal 
delivery service areas . Special orders or special delivery situations 
may incur additional cost . Free delivery offered to contractors only .

!
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

* FREE DELIVERY IN 
 OUR SERVICE AREA!

The fastest growing segment in landscape .

50 million 
square feet 

installed 
per year 

in California

Is Synthetic Turf a Viable Business?
Industry background: Synthetic turf first became known as an 
alternative to natural grass back in the 1960’s when the Houston Astro’s first 
installed artificial turf as their playing surface . This is where the term “Astro 
Turf” originated . Since then, artificial turf has gone through many cycles and has 
improved dramatically with each progression  .

Today’s synthetic turf offers a look and feel that is indistinguishable from natural 
grass and offers many advantages . Artificial turf is offered in a wide variety of 
colors and pile heights . You can also choose from many different densities; high 
density for a softer lawn, lower density for beautification projects . 

Is synthetic turf a viable opportunity for me and my business? Yes!

    LET’S LOOK AT THE FACTS:

  Synthetic turf is the fastest growing segment of the landscape industry .

 In the year 2000, Californians had about 1 million square feet of synthetic 
turf installed, in 2016 Californians had about 50 million square feet of 
synthetic turf installed .

 Only about 15% of people know about synthetic turf . This is still the 
ground floor of this industry .

  Synthetic turf is very much part of the Californian lifestyle today and it is 
here to stay .

  In 2015, the combined square footage of synthetic turf applications on 
residential lawns, commercial landscape, play-grounds and pet facilities 
surpassed the synthetic turf usage on athletic fields .

Is synthetic turf only a drought solution? 
Synthetic turf is a proven landscape solution in all regions, not only those affected 
by drought . For example, Florida and Texas both see significant rainfall, and are 
the second and third biggest markets for synthetic turf . California is currently the 
largest market with over 50 million square feet of synthetic turf being installed 
each year . The California market is expected to witness substantial growth over 
the coming years . California water restrictions have certainly played to some 
of the benefits that artificial turf feature . With growing popularity, people are 
recognizing the savings from reduced watering and embracing the positive 
environmental impact . The many synthetic turf blends available today make it a 
desirable choice for a large variety of applications . Synthetic turf is no longer just 
a drought solution, it is a lifestyle choice .

Is synthetic turf right for my current business?
Your customers and prospects are asking for and about it . With IST as your partner, you will 
be offering a valuable solution that is in high demand .
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Sales Techniques

Choose to be the perfect teacher .

EDUCATE USERS ON THE CURRENT SYNTHETIC TURF PRODUCTS:
End users may have limited or incorrect knowledge of synthetic turf or be unaware 
of the wide range of colors and options that are available today . Always have your 
samples on-hand for them which will give them the opportunity to see, feel and 
touch the actual product .

SET THE RIGHT EXPECTATION ABOUT THE INSTALLATION PROCESS:
Too often the end user is unclear regarding the steps involved in synthetic turf 
installation . Avoid surprises by making sure their expectations are accurately set 
regarding the correct installation process . A client who understands the process 
required for their synthetic turf project, will be a happy customer .

COMMUNICATE THE BENEFITS OF A PROFESSIONAL INSTALLER:
A successful installer will be able to communicate a select set of products, from 
the wide range of offerings available that best suit the clients’ wants and needs . 
Assuring your client that a professional installation will produce the long term 
outcome they desire and expect from their investment .

HAVE A BROAD RANGE OF PRODUCT SAMPLES:
People want to know that they have choices and are not limited to a few products . 
With your Imperial Synthetic Turf samples on hand, you are offering the most 
complete range of products available . Showing the client that you understand 
the market and care about their needs .

The order in which most clients make their choices:
 • Variety - Availability & Quality
 • Look - Color Preference
 • Feel -Density & Flexibility

DON’T LEAD WITH PRICE:
“Expensive” is a relative term . Educate potential clients on the wide variety of 
products you offer, the professional services you provide, and the end result that 
will make them happy . Teach your client about the choices you offer, allowing 
your client to be more at ease to make a positive decision . Price becomes less 
relevant as desire for the product increases .

WHEN CLIENTS INSIST ON PRICING BEFORE A SITE VISIT:
This is very normal, happens regularly, and can be answered simply by stating 
pricing varies from $5 .50-$12 .50 per square foot depending on the chosen 
product and the degree of difficulty of the installation .  

Qualifying questions to be considered:
 • Identify the features of the terrain
 • Determine if heavy equipment is required
 • Establish the size or square footage
 • Analyze the accessibility of the site

REMEMBER: No two jobs are the same . They might be similar but the degree of 
difficulty of the install might vary greatly .

A COMMON  MISTAKE TO AVOID WHEN QUOTING A PROJECT:
Understating the size of the job or underestimating the amount of square feet 
required for the install . Avoid situations where you commit to a square footage 
before having had the opportunity to make an appropriate drawing, take your own 
measurements, and double check what is required to complete the installation .

IS TRAINING AVAILABLE?
Yes! Contact Imperial Synthetic Turf (IST) to find out more information about our 
CAst Certification classes .

IST CAst CERTIFICATION WILL COVER:
 • Product training
 • Selling techniques
 • Installation training

CAst certification includes access to our  exclusive contractor back-office available on www .
imperialsyntheticturf .com where you will find many useful tools to help you build your 
synthetic turf business .

How to successfully present synthetic turf to potential clients
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Tomorrow’s technology, today . Our ND Rye series is the only non-directional turf on the market .  This revolutionary technology 
allows for faster, easier, and flawless installation every time .  The most realistic look available with our cutting edge 4 color face .

Imperial ND Summer Rye 50

SPECIFICATIONS
The only non directional landscape product in the 
industry .  Add Imperial Kwik Flow Antimicrobial 
backing and you have the cleanest and safest 
product available .

This innovative technology offers you the most realistic 
look  available in synthetic turf .

Non Directional:  which means the color of your lawn 
is the same from all directions .

Imperial Kwik FlowAntimicrobial Backing: allows 
505 gallons per hour flow through, the fastest  flow rate 
in the industry .  Combined with the only antimicrobial 
backing available anywhere and you have the cleanest 
safest synthetic turf system .

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

Industry Changing Technology:

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY

Yarn Type: Twisted non directional yarn with 4 colors in the face

Yarn Color: Darker Late Summer

Thatch Color: Tan & Field Green

Face Weight: | 50oz. | 65oz. | 90oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 1 1/2”   | 1 3/4”   | 13/4”    |

Tufting Gauge: 3/8”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: Imperial Kwik Flow leads the industry with 505 gallons 
per hour, per square yard, 10 times higher than the 
industry standard .

Infill Required: Yes
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Tomorrow’s technology today .  Our ND Rye series is the only non directional turf on the market .  This revolutionary technology 
allows for a faster and easier install that will be flawless time after time .  Having 4 colors in the face gives you the most realistic 
look available .

Imperial ND Spring Rye 50

SPECIFICATIONS

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY

Yarn Type: Twisted non directional yarn with 4 colors in the face

Yarn Color: Lighter Spring

Thatch Color: Tan & Field Green

Face Weight: | 50oz. | 70oz. | 90oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 1 1/2”  | 1 3/4”    | 13/4”    |

Tufting Gauge: 3/8”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: Imperial Kwik Flow leads the industry with 505 gallons 
per hour, per square yard, 10 times higher than the 
industry standard .

Infill Required: Yes

The only non directional landscape product in the 
industry .  Add Imperial Kwik Flow Antimicrobial 
backing and you have the cleanest and safest 
product available .

This innovative technology offers you the most realistic 
look  available in synthetic turf .

Non Directional:  which means the color of your lawn 
is the same from all directions .

Imperial Kwik Flow Antimicrobial Backing: allows 
505 gallons per hour flow through, the fastest  flow rate 
in the industry .  Combined with the only antimicrobial 
backing available anywhere and you have the cleanest 
safest synthetic turf system .

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

Industry Changing Technology:
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Beauty meets authenticity with this, our signature product made in the U .S .A . This summer blend is the perfect color match for 
an early summer California lawn . The finer blades are designed to perfectly match our Californian native grasses . The full body of 
Californian Royal gives you the realistic look & lush feel of any living lawn .

Yarn Type: Double C Polyethylene, with Polyethylene Thatch

Yarn Color: Field Green & Olive

Thatch Color: Green & Tan

Face Weight: | 90oz. | 75oz. | 60oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 21/8”    | 2”        | 13/4”    |

Tufting Gauge: 1/2”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: >55 inches per hour, per square yard

Infill Required: Yes

Our Double C engineered blade is designed to 
reduce reflection of the sun . This particular blade 
shape produces a slightly thicker and stronger 
surface, ideal for heavily used areas .

Ideal for those seeking the beautifully manicured 
lawn that is ready for everyday living .

Californian Royal

SPECIFICATIONS

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

The rich olive and deep field green gives you the richest color green in our range . Flawlessly imitating the color of the year round 
fescue landscapes that are thriving in residential and commercial settings around California . Our unique Double C Blade achieves 
its purpose of reducing the warming effects of the sun’s rays . The Tall Fescue range, being one of the tallest, provides the look of a 
well-kept and healthy lawn .

Our Double C engineered blade is 
designed to reduce reflection of the sun . 
This particular blade shape produces 
a slightly thicker and stronger surface, 
ideal for heavily used areas .

Ideal for those seeking the beautifully 
manicured lawn that is ready for 
everyday living .

California Tall Fescue

SPECIFICATIONS

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY

Yarn Type: Double C Polyethylene, with Polyethylene Thatch

Yarn Color: Field Green & Olive

Thatch Color: Tan & Field Green

Face Weight: | 50oz. | 65oz. | 90oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 2”        | 1 3/4”   | 21/8”    |

Tufting Gauge: 1/2”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: >55 inches per hour, per square yard

Infill Required: Yes
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

This color combination of field green and clover provides that freshly cut look with a hint of spring . The short blade height gives 
you the appearance of a newly mowed lawn . The S shaped polyethylene blade blends with the brownish thatch that is ideal for 
residential landscaping .

The S shaped engineered blade reduces the 
reflection of the sun for a natural feel . This 
blade shape achieves a fuller body with 
a shorter height providing a durable and 
enjoyable living space .

Performance and value for the family home . 
This is ideal for budget conscience projects .

Imperial Classic

SPECIFICATIONS

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY

Yarn Type: Twisted Non Directional yarn with 4 colors in the face

Yarn Color: Lighter Spring

Thatch Color: Tan & Field Green

Face Weight: | 50 oz. | 65 oz. | 90 oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 1 1/2”    | 1 3/4”    | 1 3/4”    |

Tufting Gauge: 3/8”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: >55 inches per hour, per square yard

Infill Required: Yes
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

This popular S blade design has that perfect green & olive blend and is inspired by the darker color of natural ryegrass ., its unique, 
thick blade construction is tightly packed together giving Imperial Rye a built-in cushion and comfortable feel . Imperial Rye is an 
excellent choice for any landscape, playground or pet area allowing for heavy traffic with minimal aftercare .

This S Blade design delivers durability 
and a natural heavier body surface for 
high traffic and minimal aftercare . This 
design gives you the lowest amount of 
sheen for a lush green lawn .

For those seeking a cost effective and 
multi-use turf that is equivalent to 
natural rye, this is ideal for you .

Imperial Rye

SPECIFICATIONS

Key Takeaway:

Stand Out Features:

15 YEAR
WARRANTY
RESIDENTIAL18 YEAR

WARRANTY
COMMERCIAL

Yarn Type: S Blade Polyethylene, with Polyethylene Thatch

Yarn Color: Field Green & Olive

Thatch Color: Green & Tan

Face Weight: | 50 oz. | 66 oz. | 90 oz. | per square yard

Pile Height:  | 1 1/2”    | 1 3/4”    | 1 3/4”    |

Tufting Gauge: 3/8”

Backing: 22oz Urethane Antimicrobial backing  
The cleanest and safest backing in the industry

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 18 Years Residential, 15 Years Commercial

Drainage Rate: >55 inches per hour, per square yard

Infill Required: Yes
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

New Antimicrobial Backing with KWIK FLOW With 505 Gallon Per Hour Drainage*
Our exclusive pet turf designs were developed with pets in mind . The Pet Pride turf offers maximum drainage and a blade 
construction ideal for quick and sanitary clean up . Pet Pride is offered in two distinct pile heights to provide the best choice for any 
family pet . The exclusive design creates the stiff blade needed for pet turf, yet produces a natural look to your yard .

Pet Pride

SPECIFICATIONS PET PRIDE PRO SPECIFICATIONS PET PRIDE  BASIC

15 YEAR
WARRANTY

Made in USA

Yarn Type: Relaxed Z shape Polyethylene with poly

Yarn Color: Summer Blend

Thatch Color: Green

Face Weight: 60 oz. per square yard

Pile Height: 1”        
Tufting Gauge: 3/8”
Backing: Antimicrobial Backing

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: KWIK FLOW 
505 gallons per hour,  per square yard

Infill Required: Yes

Yarn Type: Relaxed Z shape Polyethylene with poly

Yarn Color: Olive                  & Field Green

Thatch Color: Green & Tan

Face Weight: 60 oz. per square yard

Pile Height: 1 1/4”
Tufting Gauge: 3/8”
Backing: Antimicrobial Backing

Width: 15’  wide rolls

Warranty: 15 Years

Drainage Rate: KWIK FLOW 
505 gallons per hour,  per square yard

Infill Required: Yes

The cleanest and greenest pet system in the industry.  Our Kwik Flow backing ensures a pet area that will greatly reduce the smell 
of ammonia .  Furthermore, with the antimicrobial feature you can rest assured that no harmful  bacteria can or will grow in the backing .!
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.Kid’s Play Synthetic Turf meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

The safest playgrounds in the industry .

This ultimate playground turf was specifically developed with the safety of 
children in mind; safety and performance were the top priorities . The Kid’s Play 
construction and our signature thatch ensure it will take heavy traffic and have 
the ability to absorb falls, while maintaining a natural look . Our S blade design is 
a 4 color combination (solid green, clover, olive green and tan thatch), giving the 
look of a late Spring lawn, full of new growth and life .

KID’S PLAY NOTES

  Kid’s Play will eliminate mud and debris coming back into 
inside areas .

  Kid’s Play will cushion falls reducing the chance for injury .

  Chemical Free: No more landscaping chemicals  
around children .

  Perfect playing conditions year round .

 Ask about adding colors to the playground turf, adding a 
lot of life and games for the kids .

HOW TO ADD ADDITIONAL SAFETY

   Add IST’s unique foam Under Base system to achieve a fall 
rating of up to 9’ .

  Add our SafePlay infill sand to keep your playground 
microbial and allergenic free .

Made in USA

Kid’s Play

Let’s talk safety:
When choosing a playground turf, safety is 
paramount .  Our patented Imperial Kwik Flow 
Antimicrobial Backing allows 505 gallons 
per hour per square yard of drainage . That, 
combined with its antimocribal properties will 
give you the ultimate protection and safety .

*If there is any playground equipment on the 
playground it is of utmost importance that you 
talk with us about FALL ZONES and how to use 
our Turf Cushion to achieve the appropriate fall 
rating as required by E .P .E .M .A .

E.P.E.M.A.

Built for play, tumbles and budgets . Safety and durability are 
our highest priorities when it comes to your projects . This unique 
design and construction will greatly reduce your aftercare .

Key Take Away:

15 YEAR
WARRANTY
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Our golf surfaces are designed to cater to golfers on all levels: from 
professional golfers to weekend warriors to the occasional golfer who  wants 
the ultimate practice area .

 • Tour Grade (11 on the stimp meter)
     Ideal for professional and low handicap golfers

 • Country Club (10 on the stimp meter)
     Ideal for golfers that want to maintain their handicap

 • Poa Annua (9 on the stimp meter)
    Ideal for all golfers that want to have a pefect putting surface 
    AND hit balls from 50 yards or less onto the green

Imperial Synthetic Turf is the only company that 
understands and caters to golfers on this level.

Golf Time

Why 3 different surfaces?

Made in USA
15 YEAR

WARRANTY
RESIDENTIAL

Ask about our tee line materials and wide 
variety of golf mats for your driving range!

WHAT MAKES FOR THE PERFECT GOLF 
PRACTICE FACILITY?

  Our golf turf products will take your game to the 
next level . 

  Design your facility with the desired amount of 
slopes & undulations to fit your game .

  Always incorporate a collar/fringe or 2nd cut of rough 
around your green . This will give your putting surface 
an authentic and correct look, while allowing little chip 
shots from around your putting green .

PET FRIENDLY!

  Our putting surfaces have our antimicrobial 
backing ,THEY ARE PET FRIENDLY .

11
STIMP

10
STIMP

9
STIMP

!

WE BRING YOUR GOLF GAME HOME! 
Imperial Synthetic Turf takes great pride in the 
fact that all our golf products were developed 
by golfers, for golfers . The Golf Time turfs 
combine the two most important factors for 
an authentic golf surface; speed and color . Our 
texturized nylon blends and our polyethylene 
blend are rigorously tested to meet the highest 
standards . Many years of research (and playing 
the game) has afforded us the ability to give 
our clients the most authentic golf experience 
in the industry .
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Add industry leading safety to your playsite .

Drivable Turf, Foam and Drain Tiles

Drivable turf: This innovative way 
of supplying you with pre-cut turf 
and pavers makes for a very easy 
installation that can be used for 
driveways, walkways, parking spaces 
and more .

Turf Cushion: 
Turf Cushion™ is a groundbreaking new 
synthetic turf underlay with industry-leading 
safety performance characteristics and a 
feature set that will enhance your business 
model . It is created from recycled and 
sustainably produced polyethylene and is 
100% recyclable .  Additionally, the flat surface 
of our Turf Cushion allows for a much easier, 
faster, and professional installation .

Turf size: 4’x4 (16 sq. ft.)
Pavers : 2’x2’ (4 sq. ft.)

Turf Cushion

Turf Cushion™ synthetic turf underlay can be 
used in playgrounds, indoor play areas, pet 
play areas, rooftops, home and patio surfaces, 
climbing walls, plus much more .
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Meets all Federal and State of California lead level requirements.

Imperial Synthetic Turf carries the widest range of synthetic products available in the industry . We are a full service synthetic turf supplier, with full  
product lines that cater to bocce ball, croquet, indoor soccer, baseball (indoor or outdoor) teaching facilities, batting cages, driving ranges, halos, 
warming tracks, bullpens, miniature golf courses, and rooftop applications . Many of our products are used on cruise liners for onboard activities such 
as putting courses, bocce ball courts and sometimes to cover areas for the landscape aesthetic .

5-8 YEAR
WARRANTY

The widest range complete range of Synthetic Turf products in the industry .
Made in USA

Bocce ball is an ever-growing game in California . These courts are frequently 
installed in community developments or city parks to give the patrons another 
activity to participate in . There are a growing number of home owners that 
have added courts in their backyard for entertainment . Imperial Synthetic 
Turf understands what it takes to build a correct bocce ball court: speed and 
durability . IST has developed, Imperial SofPlay, the ultimate bocce ball surface 
that has very minimal maintenance . Imperial SofPlay foam pads stop the 
crushing of the fibers where the ball lands and is your ideal choice for any bocce 
ball court .

Imperial SofPlay and Imperial ProPlay have you 
covered, whether you are looking for a backyard 
batting cage or a full indoor teaching facility . We 
know how important the health of your athletes is, 
so we have created Imperial ProPlay and Imperial 
SofPlay to allow for the correct under footing for the 
athletes . Our Baseball Basics is a perfect solution for 
budget batting cages .

Bocce Ball

Baseball Facilities

Indoor Soccer Facilities
Indoor soccer is expanding rapidly . Southern California is the capitol for indoor 
soccer and many facilities are opening each year across the state . Imperial 
ProPlay and Imperial SofPlay were designed with indoor soccer in mind . Our 
top end product, Imperial ProPlay, will take heavy traffic giving the players the 
authentic speed of natural grass with the correct bounce . Imperial SofPlay is 
designed for facilities that have less traffic .

Other Applications
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50% of referrals come from previous installations .

How can I learn how to install synthetic turf correctly?
Imperial Synthetic Turf is committed to bringing you the education you need for your synthetic turf business .  Whether you are getting started or 
looking to learn new techniques, IST’s CAst certification will meet your demands .  We have been installing turf for more than 21 years and fully 
understand what is needed to be successful . We have put our years of experience to work to deliver the training needed to correctly and successfully 
help you become an expert installer . CAst training will be there for our clients on an ongoing basis to support your business as it grows and to bring 
the latest innovations to you and your crew .

We understand that no two installations are the same, but if you know what to look for and how to plan and stage your installation, you will be 
successful no matter the project . In the synthetic turf industry it is understood that more than 50% of referrals come from previous installations, a 
professional job will translate into  business growth .

How to get training and be CAst certified?
Imperial Synthetic Turf is CAst: California Synthetic Turf .

Installation Training: (3 options)

  •  Attend an installation where one of our Master Installers is performing an actual installation .

  •  Sign up for an in-house installation at our Californian headquarters at: 

  1385 N. Manassero St. Anaheim, 92807

  • Schedule our Master Installers for onsite training at your installation job site . 

Any of these 3 options will get you on the road to success . After your training, our support team will also be available to you via phone 
for any questions you might have during an installation .

Attend 8 hours of business training (done in four 2 hour sessions) at our head quarters in Anaheim . 
During these sessions you will learn: 

 •  Lead generation: 

  - How to pre-qualify and approach potential clients

 •  How to quote and deliver a profitable project including: 
  - Measuring a job .
  - Correctly projecting your cost .
  - Determining correct profits . 
  - Avoiding common mistakes and how to close a job . 
  - Addressing potential ‘call backs’ from issues that occur after you have installed .
  - Profiting from aftercare programs from your existing clients and much more .

1 .

2 .

Two classes are required to become CAst certified:

You will understand how to keep your business profitable by avoiding:

  1 . The number one profit eater in our business, installers that do not know their actual costs .

  2 .  The number two profit eater in our business, call backs due to an incorrectly installed job .

Imperial Synthetic Turf will train you correctly and completely, so that you will not have to deal with these issues.

Installation Talk
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“FINALLY A PRODUCT THAT ACTUALLY WORKS”

FEATURES

REMOVES 
ODORS
DOES NOT MASK THEM

ZERO
ENZYMES
OR BACTERIA

PLANT
SAFE

PET
FRIENDLY

NON
TOXIC

• Eliminates odor-causing compounds; doesn’t mask them .
• Oxidizes all VOC’s including ammonia, sulfur compounds, mercaptans & fatty acids .
• 3rd party scientifically validated .
• Safe, non-toxic, non-irritating, and cost-effective . (fragranced or fragrance-free)
• Validated in commercial trials .
• Used to treat wastewater treatment plants, composting facilities, transfer stations .

• Proven, award-winning technology previously only available to the USGOV and  
livestock industry .

• National purchasing agreements signed with multiple leading waste handling companies .
• Regardless of your current infrastructure, we offer an odor control solution that is easily 

integrated into your current odor management practices .
• Concentrated and ready-to-use liquids, powders, granules, and hydrogels, we have the 

product and application method that is ready to serve your odor control needs .

Available in the following sizes:

ARTIFICIAL GRASS STAIN AND ODOR ELIMINATOR
FRAGRANCE FREE

64oz
concentrate

10:1

5gal
concentrate

10:1

55gal
concentrate

10:1

32oz
ready mix

Treats 100 sqft. Treats 2,000 sqft. Treats 10,000 sqft. Treats 100K sqft.

Deodorall® artificial grass stain and odor eliminator uses 
a proprietary blend of micronutrients to completely 
eliminate all organic odors, even skunk spray . Additionally, 
when spot treated this product will remove all kinds of 
organic stains . Deodorall artificial grass stain and odor 
eliminator uses no enzymes or bacteria and leaves no 
residues on the surface .

Sweating is a natural means of thermoregulation called evaporative cooling . Evaporation of 
moisture from the skin’s surface has a cooling effect . Similarly, HydroChill has been shown to cool 
synthetic turf surfaces by working on the same principle . As the turf surface is heated by solar 
radiation, moisture stored in the HydroChill turf is released . Evaporating moisture removes heat, 
leaving a cooler more comfortable lawn .   

Ambient temperature outside doesn’t necessarily dictate surface temperature . The solar radiation 
time period, sun’s angle, cloud cover, wind and other elements all contribute to the temperature 
of the surface . HydroChill provides maximum benefit during the hottest part of the day . During 
the summer months in the U .S ., the sun is positioned overhead causing surfaces to absorb more 
energy resulting in hotter temperatures . The rotation of the Earth is also responsible for hourly 
variations in sunlight thus making HydroChill most effective during the hotter part of a clear day 
when most needed .

 EVAPORATIVE COOLING TECHNOLOGY

 WHEN HYDROCHILL IS MOST EFFECTIVE

> HydroChill utilizes moisture to provide a cooling effect. Rainfall, dew or 
irrigation can help keep the field cool for days, depending on local conditions.
> HydroChill can be incorporated into most Synthetic Turf infilled systems.
> HydroChill will not affect the performance characteristics of synthetic turf and 
will not affect the warranty.
> HydroChill is UV-resistant.

U .S . Patent No . 7,153,553 B2 And Patent Pending

It’s no secret that synthetic grass lawns can be hot during summer months. Now, with the development of the  
HydroChill evaporative cooling system, families and pets can enjoy being outside even on the hottest days.

DRY SURFACE HYDRoCHill

FLIR (FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED) READING: STANDARD SYNTHETIC SURFACE VS. HYDROCHILL

Keep them comfortable even on hot days.

Sweating is a natural means of thermoregulation called evaporative 

cooling. Evaporation of moisture from the skin’s surface has a cooling 

effect. Similarly, HydroChill has been shown to cool synthetic turf  

surfaces by working on the same principle. As the turf surface is 

heated by solar radiation, moisture stored in the HydroChill turf is 

released. Evaporating moisture removes heat, leaving a cooler more 

comfortable surface for the players.

Ambient temperature outside doesn’t necessarily dictate surface 

temperature. The solar radiation time period, sun’s angle, cloud  

cover, wind and other elements all contribute to the temperature  

of the surface.  

HydroChill provides maximum benefit during the hottest part of the 

day. During the summer months in the U.S., the sun is positioned 

overhead causing surfaces to absorb more energy resulting in hotter 

temperatures. The rotation of the Earth is also responsible for hourly 

variations in sunlight thus making HydroChill most effective during 

the hotter part of a clear day when most needed. 

>  HydroChill utilizes moisture to provide a cooling effect. Rainfall, 
dew or irrigation can help keep the field cool for days, depending 
on local conditions.

>  HydroChill can be incorporated into most Shaw Sports Turf  
infilled systems.

>  HydroChill will not affect the performance characteristics of  
synthetic turf and will not affect the warranty of any Shaw Sports 
Turf field.

>  HydroChill is UV-resistant.

EVAPORATIVE COOLING TECHNOLOGY WHEN HYDROCHILL IS MOST EFFECTIVE

INFILL WITH HYDROCHILL™

SLOW-RELEASED
EVAPORATIVE COOLING

SUNLIGHT / HEAT

TURF FIBERS

Available at all of our branches .
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The key to a professional installation

NOTESUSESSAND TYPE

Infill helps to extend the life of synthetic turf and provides the 
ballast needed to produce a natural look to your installation .

1. Preparation: Once the turf is properly laid, it is important to power 
broom the turf . This will help break the grain of the new turf, allowing for 
more natural look . This process will assist in your ability to properly apply 
the desired infill .

2. Infill: 2 pounds of infill sand per square foot is recommended .  Proper 
application of your chosen infill will be critical to helping the turf lay 
properly and help the grass fibers to stand up, producing a natural look .

3. Application: Apply the infill sand in layers, broom in infill sand between 
layers . Brooming in each layer of infill will ensure the grass fibers are 
properly supported . Use a drop spreader to apply each layer .

4. Putting Greens: When installing Imperial Synthetic Turf putting greens, 
apply the recommended infill sand in layers, remembering to always use 
a walk behind plate compactor to vibrate the sand into the dense base of 
the putting turf . Due to the dense pile of putting greens, brooming will not 
be as effective .

WONDERFILL

#60 SILICA SAND

#30 SILICA SAND

ZEOFILL

#16 GREEN SAND

#20 SILICA

Professional Tips

Lawns, Landscape & Playgrounds

Short Pile Putting Greens

To Top-Dress Short Pile Putting Greens 

Pet areas

Lawns, Landscape & Playgrounds

Lawns, Landscape & Playgrounds

WONDERFILL is our premium infill sand .  Environmentally friendly, encapsulated and 
antimicrobial, which helps prevent the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew .  Dust free 
and ideal for playgrounds, family friendly areas or clients who desire a premium product .

#60 SILICA SAND is a fine textured sand .  This quality allows it to easily penetrate into the 
dense putting piles, producing the ideal surface .

The suggested application of this green silica blend is to provide a light layer of color on 
top of the #60 silica blend, bringing forth the color expected of a putting surface .

This is the correct infill to use when the client has a concern about odor from pet urine .  
Zeofill helps break down the ammonia and reduces odors .

#16 GREEN SAND is the upgrade to #20 silica sand .  The green acrylic paint adds color to the 
lawn and reduces the temperature increase of the lawn .

#20 SILICA infill sand supports significant heat reduction .  It’s rounded particle shape 
allows the sands to move when contacted, reducing the breakdown of it’s qualities .

Drop Spreader
7350SU

Power Broom
POWERBROOM

Push Broom
BM60001

Plate Compactor

Infill Installation Guide

Proper base installation is key 
to a professional installation .

Recommended Tools

!
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Available at all of our branches .

LOOP PILE CUTTER
To shape your turf

SEAM ROLLER
A must for perfect seams

SEAM JACK 
To set all seams correctly

POWERBROOM 
To remove the grain from the synthetic turf

SHOT FOLLOWER 
A must for perfect seams

1/4” TROWEL 
For wet glue seaming

HAND TAMPER 
Allows you to set your base material 
along the edges

KNEE KICKER 
To help set your seams

Carpet Scissors 
Making fine cuts and shaping

CARPET KNIFE 
Making rough cuts to prepare the turf

DROP SPREADER 
For applying the infill sand

CARPET DOLLY
To move your turf safely around 
your jobsite

We Have The Right Tools For The Job!
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Is synthetic turf a good business?
Yes . It is the fastest growing segment of the landscape industry . Synthetic turf is a 
residential and commercial landscaping choice in California and it is here to stay .

Is synthetic turf a profitable business?
Yes . Leveraging your current knowledge in the landscape industry, synthetic turf is 
a natural business segment to include in your business model . IST is committed to 
helping you through the process with exceptional customer service and support . Our 
CAst training will be invaluable to you . 

What is the key for success in synthetic turf? 
 •  Choose a supplier that is established and reliable, that offers a full 

complement of products and services that are important to your success . 
 •  Look for a full product range, business services, training, and support .
 •  Dedicate yourself to becoming an expert installer .  Treat each installation 

as if all future business relied on its success . 

How to be a recognized industry professional?
CAst training and certification is a designed training path for success in the synthetic 
turf industry .  CAst has been created by leading industry experts that have the 
demonstrated knowledge and applied abilities to educate, guide, and support you 
to success .

What are the different applications I can use synthetic 
turf for?
Residential and commercial landscape, lawns, pet areas and golf are the biggest 
segments of this industry . The following applications are also very popular: 
 • Golf driving ranges • Indoor sport facilities 
 • Baseball facilities • Croquet courts • Batting cages 
 • Miniature golf • Marine applications • Rooftops  
 • Balconies • Therapy areas at medical facilities

What are the commercial and residential warranties on the 
IST synthetic turf? 
Warranties range from 8 to 18 years depending on the turf and application .

Does synthetic turf help the environment?
Yes . It has several enviromental advantages: 
 •  The Imperial Synthetic Turf system allows rain water to return to the 

earth as clean as it falls from the sky . Living lawns typically require 
chemicals that are captured by the rain water and drain into the earth . 

 •  Reduced need for regular watering, saving billions of gallons of water 
every year . 

 •  Reduced carbon emissions due to limited need for gas powered 
maintenance equipment .

How deep must the base be?
Always try to achieve at least 4” of base . A lesser base will move over time and cost 
you time and money .

How much base material is needed?
Here is a simple calculation to help you: 
square feet x depth divided by 200 = tonnage needed.
For example, let’s use a 1000 square foot facility = 1000 (square feet going to be installed) x 4 
(depth of base being built) = 4000/200 = 20 tons of base .

Which is the best material for base building, road base or DG 
(decomposed granite)?
We recommend road base (Class II is the most popular), as the primary base with DG 
only used to smooth the base to achieve the ultimate finished surface . DG should not 
be the primary base since it will retain water and is subject to holding foot prints and 
other indentations . CAst training will cover this in great detail .

Why do I need weed barrier?
A weed barrier will prevent most weeds from growing up through your turf . Please 
be aware that weeds are transferred by the natural elements, including animals . 
Regularly scheduled aftercare will prevent weeds from multiplying .

Why do I need infill sand and how much infill sand do I need?
2+ pounds of infill sand per square foot is important for a successful and long lasting 
project . The infill sand gives the synthetic turf blade support and ballast (weight) 
which contributes to the following: 
•  It helps the fibers to stand up easier and to maximize the look of the facility . 
•  The weight keeps the turf from forming bubbles during temperature swings .

Will synthetic turf kill my client’s trees?
No . Synthetic turf allows 55 gallons of drainage per hour per square yard . This is more 
than ample for trees to thrive . If the client has any doubts, simply install bubblers 
around the trunk of the tree for irrigation .

FAQ
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Imperial ND Spring Rye 50 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial ND Spring Rye 70 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial ND Spring Rye 94 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial ND Summer Rye 50 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial ND Summer Rye 65 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial ND Summer Rye 90 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Californian Royal 49 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Californian Royal 69 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Californian Royal 89 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

California Tall Fescue 60 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

California Tall Fescue 75 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

California Tall Fescue 90 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial Classic 45 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Moderate

Imperial Classic 55 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial Classic 65 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Platinum Heatmaxx 47 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Platinum Heatmaxx 65 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Platinum Heatmaxx 90 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial Rye 50 Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial Rye 66 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Imperial Rye 90 Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Pet Pride Pro Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Pet Pride Basic Yes Yes Yes - - Yes - Yes - Yes Any Amount

Kid’s Play Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes - Yes -- Yes Any Amount

Imperial Tour Grade Bent - - - - Yes - - - - - -

Imperial Country Club Bent - - - - Yes - - - - - -

Poa Annua Pro - - - - Yes - - - - - -

Imperial ProPlay - - - - - - Yes - - - -

Imperial SofPlay - - - - - - Yes - Yes - -

Baseball Basics - - - - - - Yes - - - -

Imperial Synthetic Turf  Quick Reference Guide

SYNTHETIC  TURF
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